Help Us Find Revco Bob

It happened again. Revco Bob didn’t show up for this month’s cover photo shoot!
This time, though, we weren't too worried. After all, the last two times he missed a
photo session, it turned out he left town on vacation without telling us, so we suspected he did the same thing this time, too.
So, we waited for a package from Bob that would give us clues to his whereabouts.
Sure enough, a few days later, the clues started to arrive along with strict instructions to pass along those clues to you, the readers of FY I, and to offer rewards to
the first five readers who could figure where he went.
This year, Bob has made it more difficult. You see, he didn’t go to just one place.
He went to 7 and he wants to you correctly name all 7 locations to win a prize. To
help you identify his mystery locations, his clues include photos and facts.
The good news is the first 5 people to correctly identify all 7 mystery locations will
win a reward of one dozen amazingly delicious Moon Rocks Cookies that you can
share with your office or simply stash in your drawer and keep all to your self.
But, Bob also has two special prizes. They are iconic food and beverage items
from one of the mystery locations Bob visited. He would not tell us what they are
because that would be too big of a clue to his whereabouts. However, these items
are considered the best in their product category in their country of origin and are
not available in the US. Bob said you will love them! We’ll reveal the products to
the winners. They are available to the first two readers who correctly identify the
7 mystery locations.
So, get ready to go on the hunt. Review the clues Bob provided and enter your
guess at:

https://revco.infusionsoft.com/app/page/where-is-bob

We’ll contact the 5 winners and offer your choice of the cookies, the mystery food
or mystery beverage. Good luck.
Here are your clues:
Location #1: This city has no roads and is made up of approximately 115 small
islands. There are over 200 churches in this city. The oldest cathedral in the city
was built in 1092 (below left). The city has a population of 264,000 people and
hosts 25 million visitors a year.

Location #2: This city, known for its distinctive Old Town, is encircled with massive stone walls which were constructed between the 12th and 17th centuries. It
has been featured in Star Wars Episode VIII and as the fictional city of King’s
Landing in Game of Thrones. This city was under siege in 1991 with 7 months of
artillery attacks which damaged 56% of the buildings.
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Location #3: This city and the island on which it is located share the same name.
The old city, built by the Venetians, is surrounded by two fortresses, earning it the
name, City of Castles. Over the centuries, this island/city has been held by the Romans, Venetians, British & French and is the northern-most point in the country.

Location #4: This island sits in the water-filled caldera of an active volcano
thought to have ended the Minoan civilization. Some believe this island is the lost
continent of Atlantis. The most recent eruption was in 1956. You can take a hiking
tour of the volcano and swim in the nearby volcanic hot spring. If the climb from
the ports to the towns along the cliffs, is too difficult, you can ride a donkey. The
island is known for its iconic while buildings with blue domed roofs.

Location #5: This city is located on the largest island in the country. Origins of
this city go back even before the Minoan settlement of Kydonia. The Venetians
occupied the city in 1204, fortified the walls and built the Venetian Harbor (see
photos) in what is now the Old Town. The landmark of this city is the Venetian
Lighthouse that was built in the 16th century.

Location #6: This rocky hill is an iconic landmark that rises 490 ft. above the surrounding modern city. The name of this site comes from the Greek words for
“High” and “City”. Evidence shows that this hill was inhabited as early as 4000
BC, but the remains of the buildings in existence today were constructed in the 5th
century BC as a sanctuary dedicated to Athena.

Location #7: This site is one of the most important archaeological sites in Greece.
It was built as a sanctuary to the worship of Zeus in whose honor the Pan-Hellenic
games were held every 4 years from 776 BC to 396 AD. The extensive ruins include athletic training areas, a stadium and temples to Hera and Zeus.
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